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ABSTRACT
We study the problem of optimizing subgraph queries using the
new worst-case optimal join plans. Worst-case optimal plans eval-
uate queries by matching one query vertex at a time using multi-
way intersections. The core problem in optimizing worst-case op-
timal plans is to pick an ordering of the query vertices to match.
We design a cost-based optimizer that (i) picks efficient query ver-
tex orderings for worst-case optimal plans; and (ii) generates hy-
brid plans that mix traditional binary joins with worst-case optimal
style multiway intersections. Our cost metric combines the cost of
binary joins with a new cost metric called intersection-cost. The
plan space of our optimizer contains plans that are not in the plan
spaces based on tree decompositions from prior work. In addition
to our optimizer, we describe an adaptive technique that changes
the orderings of the worst-case optimal subplans during query exe-
cution. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the plans our optimizer
picks and the effectiveness of the adaptive technique through exten-
sive experiments. Our optimizer is integrated into the Graphflow
DBMS.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Subgraph queries, which find instances of a query subgraph

Q(VQ, EQ) in an input graph G(V,E), are a fundamental class
of queries supported by graph databases. Subgraph queries appear
in many applications where graph patterns reveal valuable informa-
tion. For example, Twitter searches for diamonds in their follower
network for recommendations [17], clique-like structures in social
networks indicate communities [29], and cyclic patterns in transac-
tion networks indicate fraudulent activity [10, 26].

As observed in prior work [3, 6], a subgraph query Q is equiv-
alent to a multiway self-join query that contains one E(ai,aj) (for
Edge) relation for each ai→aj ∈ EQ. The top box in Figure 1a
shows an example query, which we refer to as diamond-X. This
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query can be represented as: QDX=E1./E2./E3./E4./E5 where
E1(a1, a2), E2(a1, a3), E3(a2, a3), E4(a2, a4), and E5(a3, a4)
are copies of E(ai,aj). We study evaluating a general class of
subgraph queries where VQ and EQ can have labels. For labeled
queries, the edge table corresponding to the query edge ai→aj
contains only the edges in G that are consistent with the labels on
ai, aj , and ai→aj . Subgraph queries are evaluated with two main
approaches:
• Query-edge(s)-at-a-time approach executes a sequence of bi-

nary joins to evaluate Q. Each binary join effectively matches
a larger subset of the query edges ofQ inG untilQ is matched.
• Query-vertex-at-a-time approach picks a query vertex ordering
σ of VQ and matches Q one query vertex at a time according
to σ, using a multiway join operator that performs multiway
intersections. This is the computation performed by the re-
cent worst-case optimal join algorithms [30, 31, 40]. In graph
terms, this computation intersects one or more adjacency lists
of vertices to extend partial matches by one query vertex.

We refer to plans with only binary joins as BJ plans, with only
intersections as WCO (for worst-case optimal) plans, and both op-
erations as hybrid plans. Figures 1a, 1b, and 1c show an example
of each plan for the diamond-X query.

Recent theoretical results [8, 31] showed that BJ plans can be
suboptimal on cyclic queries and have asymptotically worse run-
times than the worst-case (i.e., maximum) output sizes of these
queries. This worst-case output size is now known as a query’s
AGM bound. These results also showed that WCO plans correct
for this sub-optimality. However, this theory has two shortcom-
ings. First, the theory gives no advice as to how to pick a good
query vertex ordering for WCO plans. Second, the theory ignores
plans with binary joins, which have been shown to be efficient on
many queries by decades-long research in databases as well as sev-
eral recent work in the context of subgraph queries [3, 23].

We study how to generate efficient plans for subgraph queries
using a mix of worst-case optimal-style multiway intersections and
binary joins. We describe a cost-based optimizer we developed for
the Graphflow DBMS [18] that generates BJ plans, WCO plans, as
well as hybrid plans. Our cost metric for WCO plans capture the
various runtime effects of query vertex orderings we have identi-
fied. Our plans are significantly more efficient than the plans gen-
erated by prior solutions using WCO plans that are either based on
heuristics or have limited plan spaces. The optimizers of both na-
tive graph databases, such as Neo4j [25], as well as those that are
developed on top of RDBMSs, such as SAP’s graph database [36],
are often cost-based. As such, our work gives insights into how to
integrate the new worst-case optimal join algorithms into the cost-
based optimizers of existing systems.
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(d) Non-GHD Hybrid plan.

Figure 1: Example plans. The subgraph on the top box of each plan is the actual query.

1.1 Existing Approaches
Perhaps the most common approach adopted by graph databases

(e.g. Neo4j), RDBMSs, and RDF systems [28, 42], is to evaluate
subgraph queries with BJ plans. As observed in prior work [30],
BJ plans are inefficient in highly-cyclic queries, such as cliques.
Several prior solutions, such as BiGJoin [6], our prior work on
Graphflow [18], and the LogicBlox system have studied evaluat-
ing queries with only WCO plans, which, as we demonstrate in this
paper, are not efficient for acyclic and sparsely cyclic queries. In
addition, these solutions either use simple heuristics to select query
vertex orderings or arbitrarily select them.

The EmptyHeaded system [3], which is the closest to our work,
is the only system we are aware of that mixes worst-case optimal
joins with binary joins. EmptyHeaded plans are generalized hy-
pertree decompositions (GHDs) of the input query Q. A GHD is
effectively a join tree T ofQ, where each node of T contains a sub-
query of Q. EmptyHeaded evaluates each sub-query using a WCO
plan, i.e., using only multiway intersections, and then uses a se-
quence of binary joins to join the results of these sub-queries. As a
cost metric, EmptyHeaded uses the generalized hypertree widths of
GHDs and picks a minimum-width GHD. This approach has three
shortcomings: (i) if the GHD contains a single sub-query, Empty-
Headed arbitrarily picks the query vertex ordering for that query,
otherwise it picks the orderings for the sub-queries using a simple
heuristic; (ii) the width cost metric depends only the input queryQ,
so when runningQ on different graphs, EmptyHeaded always picks
the same plan; and (iii) the GHD plan space does not allow plans
that can perform multiway intersections after binary joins. As we
demonstrate, there are efficient plans for some queries that seam-
lessly mix binary joins and intersections and do not correspond to
any GHD-based plan of EmptyHeaded.

1.2 Our Contributions
Table 1 summarizes how our approach compares against prior

solutions. Our first main contribution is a dynamic programming
optimizer that generates plans with both binary joins and an EX-
TEND/INTERSECT operator that extends partial matches with one
query vertex. Let Q contain m query vertices. Our optimizer enu-
merates plans for evaluating each k-vertex sub-query Qk of Q, for
k=2, ...,m, with two alternatives: (i) a binary join of two smaller

Table 1: Comparisons against solutions using worst-case optimal
joins. EH stands for EmptyHeaded.

Q. Vertex
Ordering Binary Joins

BiGJoin Arbitrarily No

LogicBlox Heuristics or
Cost-based1 No

EH Arbitrarily Cost-based: depends on Q

Graphflow Cost-based &
Adaptive Cost-based: depends onQ andG

sub-queries Qc1 and Qc2; or (ii) by extending a sub-query Qk-1 by
one query vertex with an intersection. This generates all possible
WCO plans for the query as well as a large space of hybrid plans
which are not in EmptyHeaded’s plan space. Figure 1d shows an
example hybrid plan for the 6-cycle query that is not in Empty-
Headed’s plan space.

For ranking WCO plans, our optimizer uses a new cost metric
called intersection cost (i-cost). I-cost represents the amount of in-
tersection work that a plan P will do using information about the
sizes of the adjacency lists that will be intersected throughout P .
For ranking hybrid plans, we combine i-cost with the cost of bi-
nary joins. Our cost metrics account for the properties of the input
graph, such as the distributions of the forward and backward adja-
cency lists sizes and the number of matches of different subgraphs
that will be computed as part of a plan. Unlike EmptyHeaded, this
allows our optimizer to pick different plans for the same query on
different input graphs. Our optimizer uses a subgraph catalogue to
estimate i-cost, the cost of binary joins, and the number of partial
matches a plan will generate. The catalogue contains information
about: (i) the adjacency list size distributions of input graphs; and
(ii) selectivity of different intersections on small subgraphs.

Our second main contribution is an adaptive technique for pick-
ing the query vertex orderings of WCO parts of plans during query

1LogicBlox is not open-source. Two publications describe how the
system picks query vertex orderings; a heuristics-based [32] and a
cost-based [7] technique (using sampling).
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Table 2: Abbreviations used throughout the paper.

Abbrv. Explanation Abbrv. Explanation

BJ Binary Join GHD Generalized Hypertree
Decompositions

EH EmptyHeaded QVO Query Vertex Ordering

E/I Extend/Intersect WCO Worst-case Optimal

execution. Consider a WCO part of a plan that extend matches
of sub-query Qi into a larger sub-query Qk. Suppose there are r
possible query vertex orderings, σ1, ..., σr , to perform these exten-
sions. Our optimizer tries to pick the ordering σ∗ with the lowest
cumulative i-cost when extending all partial matches of Qi in G.
However, for any specific match t of Qi, there may be another σj

that is more efficient than σ∗. Our adaptive executor re-evaluates
the cost of each σj for t based on the actual sizes of the adjacency
lists of the vertices in t, and picks a new ordering for t.

We incorporate our optimizer into Graphflow [18] and evaluate it
across a large class of subgraph queries and input graphs. We show
that our optimizer is able to pick close to optimal plans across a
large suite of queries and our plans, including some plans that are
not in EmptyHeaded’s plan space, are up to 68x more efficient than
EmptyHeaded’s plans. We show that adaptively picking query ver-
tex orderings improves the runtime of some plans by up to 4.3x,
in some queries improving the runtime of every plan and makes
our optimizer more robust against picking bad orderings. For com-
pleteness, in Appendix B we include comparisons against another
subgraph matching algorithm called CFL [9]. In the longer version
of our paper [1], we also compare against Neo4j. Both of these
baselines were not as performant as our plans in our setting.

Table 2 summarizes the abbreviations used throughout the paper.

2. PRELIMINARIES
We assume a subgraph queryQ(VQ, EQ) is directed, connected,

and has m query vertices a1, ..., am and n query edges. To indi-
cate the directions of query edges clearly, we use the ai→aj and
ai←aj notation. We assume that all of the vertices and edges in Q
have labels on them, which we indicate with l(ai), and l(ai→aj),
respectively. Similar notations are used for the directed edges in
the input graph G(V,E). Unlabeled queries can be thought of as
labeled queries on a version ofG with a single edge and single ver-
tex label. The outgoing and incoming neighbors of each v ∈ V are
indexed in forward and backward adjacency lists. We assume the
adjacency lists are partitioned by the edge labels or by the labels of
neighbor vertices if a single edge label exists. This allows, for ex-
ample, detecting a vertex v’s forward edges with a particular edge
label in constant time. The neighbors in a partition are ordered by
their IDs, which allow fast intersections.

Generic Join [30] is aWCO join algorithm that evaluates queries
one attribute at a time. We describe the algorithm in graph terms;
reference [30] gives an equivalent relational description. In graph
terms, the algorithm evaluates queries one query vertex at a time
with two main steps:
• Query Vertex Ordering (QVO): Generic Join first picks an

order σ of query vertices to match. For simplicity we assume
σ = a1...am and the projection of Q onto any prefix of k
query vertices for k = 1, ...,m is connected.
• Iterative Partial Match Extensions: LetQk=Πa1,...,akQ be

a sub-query that consists of Q’s projection on the first k query
vertices a1...ak. Generic Join iteratively computesQ1, ..., Qm.
Let partial k-match (k-match for short) t be any set of vertices
of V assigned to the first k query vertices in Q. For i ≤ k, let

Table 3: Experiment on intersection cache utility for diamond-X.

σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 σ5 σ6 σ7 σ8

Cache On 2.4 2.9 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.4 4.4 6.5

Cache Off 3.8 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.4 8.5 10.7

t[i] be the vertex matching ai in t. To compute Qk, Generic
Join extends each (k–1)-match t′ in the result of Qk–1 to a
possibly empty set of k-matches by intersecting the forward
adjacency list of t′[i] for each ai→ak ∈ EQ and the backward
adjacency list of t′[i] for each ai←ak∈ EQ, where i≤k–1. Let
the result of this intersection be the extension set S of t. The
k-matches t′ produces are the Cartesian product of t′ with S.

3. OPTIMIZING WCO PLANS
This section demonstrates our WCO plans, the effects of differ-

ent QVOs we have identified, and our i-cost metric for WCO plans.
Throughout this section we present several experiments on unla-
beled queries for demonstration purposes. The datasets we use in
these experiments are described in Table 8 in Section 8.

3.1 WCO Plans and E/I Operator
Each query vertex ordering σ ofQ is effectively a different WCO

plan for Q. Figure 1b shows an example σ, which we represent as
a chain of m–1 nodes, where the (k–1)’th node from the bottom
contains a sub-query Qk which is the projection of Q onto the first
k query vertices of σ. We use two operators to evaluate WCO plans:
SCAN: Leaf nodes of plans, which match a single query edge, are
evaluated with a SCAN operator. The operator scans the forward
adjacency lists in G that match the labels on the query edge, and
its source and destination query vertices, and outputs each matched
edge u→v ∈ E as a 2-match.
EXTEND/INTERSECT (E/I): Internal nodes labeled Qk(Vk,
Ek) that have a child labeled Qk–1(Vk–1, Ek–1) are evaluated with
an E/I operator. The E/I operator takes as input (k–1)-matches and
extends each tuple t to one or more k-matches. The operator is
configured with one or more adjacency list descriptors (descriptors
for short) and a label lk for the destination vertex. Each descriptor
is an (i, dir, le) triple, where i is the index of a vertex in t, dir
is forward or backward, and le is the label on the query edge
the descriptor represents. For each (k–1)-match t, the operator first
computes the extension set S of t by intersecting the adjacency lists
described by its descriptors, ensuring they match the specified edge
and destination vertex labels, and then extends t to t × S. When
there is a single descriptor, S is the list described by the descriptor.
Otherwise we use iterative 2-way in-tandem intersections.

Multiple (k–1)-matches that are processed consecutively in an
E/I operator may require the same extension set if they perform
the same intersections. Our E/I operator caches and reuses the last
extension set S in such cases. We store the cached set in a flat array
buffer. The intersection cache overall improves the performance
of WCO plans. As a demonstrative example, Table 3 shows the
runtime of all WCO plans for the diamond-X query with caching
enabled and disabled on the Amazon graph. The orderings in the
table are omitted. 4 of the 8 plans utilize the intersection cache and
improve their run time, one by 1.9x.

3.2 Effects of QVOs
The work done by a WCO plan is commensurate with the “amount

of intersections” it performs. Three main factors affect intersection
work and therefore the runtime of a WCO plan σ: (1) directions
of the adjacency lists σ intersects; (2) the amount of intermediate
partial matches σ generates; and (3) how much σ utilizes the inter-
section cache. We discuss each effect next.
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Table 4: Runtime (secs), intermediate partial matches (part. m.),
and i-cost of different QVOs for the asymmetric triangle query.

BerkStan Live Journal

QVO time part. m. i-cost time part. m. i-cost

a1a2a3 2.6 8M 490M 64.4 69M 13.1B
a2a3a1 15.2 8M 55,8B 75.2 69M 15.9B
a1a3a2 31.6 8M 55,9B 79.1 69M 17.3B

a1

a2

a3

a4

(a) Diamond-X with symmetric triangle.

a1

a2a3

a4

(b) Tailed triangle.

Figure 2: Queries used to demonstrate the effects of QVOs.

3.2.1 Directions of Intersected Adjacency Lists
Perhaps surprisingly, there are WCO plans that have very differ-

ent runtimes only because they compute their intersections using
different directions of the adjacency lists. The simplest example
of this is the asymmetric triangle query a1→a2, a2→a3, a1→a3.
This query has 3 QVOs, all of which have the same SCAN oper-
ator, which scans each u→v edge in G, followed by 3 different
intersections (without utilizing the intersection cache):
• σ1:a1a2a3: intersects both u and v’s forward lists.
• σ2:a2a3a1: intersects both u and v’s backward lists.
• σ3:a1a3a2: intersects u’s forward and v’s backward lists.

Table 4 shows a demonstrative experiment studying the performance
of each plan on the BerkStan and LiveJournal graphs (the i-cost col-
umn in the table will be discussed in Section 3.3 momentarily). For
example, σ1 is 12.1x faster than σ2 on the BerkStan graph. Which
combination of adjacency list directions is more efficient depends
on the structural properties of the input graph, e.g., forward and
backward adjacency list distributions.

3.2.2 Number of Intermediate Partial Matches
Different WCO plans generate different partial matches leading

to different amount of intersection work. Consider the tailed tri-
angle query in Figure 2b, which can be evaluated by two broad
categories of WCO plans:
• EDGE-2PATH: Some plans, such as QVO a1a2a4a3, extend

scanned edges u→v to 2-edge paths (u→v←w), and then close
a triangle from one of 2 edges in the path.
• EDGE-TRIANGLE: Another group of plans, such as QVO
a1a2a3a4, extend scanned edges to triangles and then extend
the triangles by one edge.

Let |E|, |2Path|, and |4| denote the number of edges, 2-edge
paths, and triangles. Ignoring the directions of extensions and in-
tersections, the EDGE-2PATH plans do |E| many extensions plus
|2Path| many intersections, whereas the EDGE-TRIANGLE plans
do |E|many intersections and |4|many extensions. Table 5 shows
the run times of the different plans on Amazon and Epinions graphs
with intersection caching disabled (again the i-cost column will be
discussed momentarily). The first 3 rows are the EDGE-TRIANGLE
plans. EDGE-TRIANGLE plans are significantly faster than EDGE-
2PATH plans because in unlabeled queries |2Path| is always at
least |4| and often much larger. Which QVOs will generate fewer
intermediate matches depend on several factors: (i) the structure of
the query; (ii) for labeled queries, on the selectivity of the labels on
the query; and (3) the structural properties of the input graph, e.g.,

Table 5: Runtime (secs), intermediate partial matches (part. m.),
and i-cost of different QVOs for the tailed triangle query.

Amazon Epinions

QVO time part. m. i-cost time part. m. i-cost

a1a2a3a4 0.9 15M 176M 0.9 4M 0.9B
a1a3a2a4 1.4 15M 267M 1.0 4M 0.9B
a2a3a1a4 2.4 15M 267M 1.7 4M 1.0B
a1a4a2a3 4.3 35M 640M 56.5 55M 32.5B
a1a4a3a2 4.6 35M 1.4B 72.0 55M 36.5B

Table 6: Runtime (secs), intermediate partial matches (part. m.),
and i-cost of some QVOs for the symmetric diamond-X query.

Amazon Epinions

QVO time part. m. i-cost time part. m. i-cost

a2a3a1a4 1.0 11M 0.1B 0.9 2M 0.1B
a1a2a3a4 3.0 11M 0.3B 4.0 2M 1.0B

graphs with low clustering coefficient generate fewer intermediate
triangles than those with a high clustering coefficient.

3.2.3 Intersection Cache Hits
The intersection cache of our E/I operator is utilized more if the

QVO extends (k–1)-matches to ak using adjacency lists with in-
dices from a1...ak–2. Intersections that access the (k–1)th index
cannot be reused because ak–1 is the result of an intersection per-
formed in a previous E/I operator and will match to different vertex
IDs. Instead, those accessing indices a1...ak−2 can potentially be
reused. We demonstrate that some plans perform significantly bet-
ter than others only because they can utilize the intersection cache.
Consider a variant of the diamond-X query in Figure 2a. One type
of WCO plans for this query extend u→v edges to (u, v, w) sym-
metric triangles by intersecting u’s backward and v’s forward ad-
jacency lists. Then each triangle is extended to complete the query,
intersecting again the forward and backward adjacency lists of one
of the edges of the triangle. There are two sub-groups of QVOs that
fall under this type of plans: (i) a2a3a1a4 and a2a3a4a1, which
are equivalent plans due to symmetries in the query, so will per-
form exactly the same operations; and (ii) a1a2a3a4, a3a1a2a4,
a3a4a2a1, and a4a2a3a1, which are also equivalent plans. Im-
portantly, all of these plans cumulatively perform exactly the same
intersections but those in group (i) and (ii) have different orders
in which these intersections are performed, which lead to different
intersection cache utilizations.

Table 6 shows the performance of one representative plan from
each sub-group: a2a3a1a4 and a1a2a3a4, on several graphs. The
a2a3a1a4 plan is 4.4x faster on Epinions and 3x faster on Amazon.
This is because when a2a3a1a4 extends a2a3a1 triangles to com-
plete the query, it will be accessing a2 and a3, so the first two in-
dices in the triangles. For example if (a2=v0, a3=v1) extended to
t triangles (v0, v1, v2),...,(v0, v1, vt+2), these partial matches will
be fed into the next E/I operator consecutively, and their extensions
to a4 will all require intersecting v0 and v1’s backward adjacency
lists, so the cache would avoid t–1 intersections. Instead, the cache
will not be utilized in the a1a2a3a4 plan. Our cache gives benefits
similar to factorization [33]. In factorized processing, the results
of a query are represented as Cartesian products of independent
components of the query. In this case, matches of a1 and a4 are
independent and can be done once for each match of a2a3. A study
of factorized processing is an interesting topic for future work.
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3.3 Cost Metric for WCO Plans
We introduce a new cost metric called intersection cost (i-cost),

which we define as the size of adjacency lists that will be accessed
and intersected by different WCO plans. Consider a WCO plan σ
that evaluates sub-queries Q2,...,Qm, respectively, where Q=Qm.
Let t be a (k–1)-match of Qk–1 and suppose t is extended to in-
stances of Qk by intersecting a set of adjacency lists, described
with adjacency list descriptors Ak–1. Formally, i-cost of σ is:∑

Qk–1∈Q2...Qm−1

∑
t∈Qk–1

∑
(i,dir)∈Ak–1

s.t. (i, dir) is accessed

|t[i].dir| (1)

We discuss how we estimate i-costs of plans in Section 5. For
now, note that Equation 1 captures the three effects of QVOs we
identified: (i) the |t.dir| quantity captures the sizes of the adja-
cency lists in different directions; (ii) the second summation is over
all intermediate matches, capturing the size of intermediate par-
tial matches; and (iii) the last summation is over all adjacency lists
that are accessed, so ignores the lists in the intersections that are
cached. For the demonstrative experiments we presented in the
previous section, we also report the actual i-costs of different plans
in Tables 4, 5, and 6. The actual i-costs are computed since each
query evaluation is profiled. Notice that in each experiment, i-costs
of plans rank in the correct order of runtimes of plans.

There are alternative cost metrics from literature, such as the
Cout [12] and Cmm [20] metrics, that would also do reasonably
well in differentiating good and bad WCO plans. However, these
metrics capture only the effect of the number of intermediate match-
es. For example, they would not differentiate the plans in the asym-
metric triangle query or the symmetric diamond-X query, i.e., the
plans in Tables 4 and 6 have the same actual Cout and Cmm costs.

4. FULL PLAN SPACE & DP OPTIMIZER
In this section we describe our full plan space, which contain

plans that include binary joins in addition to the E/I operator, the
costs of these plans, and our dynamic programming optimizer.

4.1 Hybrid Plans and HashJoin Operator
In Section 3, we represented a WCO plan σ as a chain, where

each internal node ok had a single child labeled with Qk, which
was the projection of Q onto the first k query vertices in σ. A plan
in our full plan space is a rooted tree as follows. Below, Qk refers
to a projection of Q onto an arbitrary set of k query vertices.
• Leaf nodes are labeled with a single query edge of Q.
• Root is labeled with Q.
• Each internal node ok is labeled with Qk={Vk, Ek}, with the

projection constraint thatQk is a projection ofQ onto a subset
of query vertices. ok has either one child or two children. If ok
has one child ok–1 with label Qk–1={Vk–1, Ek–1}, then Qk–1

is a subgraph of Qk with one query vertex qv ∈ Vk and qv’s
incident edges in Ek missing. This represents a WCO-style
extension of partial matches of Qk–1 by one query vertex to
Qk. If ok has two children oc1 and oc2 with labels Qc1 and
Qc2, respectively, then Qk = Qc1 ∪ Qc2 and Qk 6= Qc1 and
Qk 6= Qc2. This represents a binary join of matches Qc1 and
Qc2 to compute Qk.

As before, leaves map to SCAN operator, an internal node ok
with a single child maps to an E/I operator. If ok has two children,
then it maps to a HASH-JOIN operator:
HASH-JOIN: We use the classic hash join operator, which first
creates a hash table of all of the tuples of Qc1 on the common
query vertices between Qc1 and Qc2. The table is then probed for
each tuple of Qc2.

a1
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a3

a4

a1

a2

a3

a1 a2

a4

a2

a3

a3 a4

(a) Plan P1.

a1

a2

a3

a4

a1

a2

a3

a1 a2

a4

a2

a3

a3 a4

(b) Plan P2.

Figure 3: Two plans: P1 shares a query edge and P2 does not.

Our plans are highly expressive and contain several classes of
plans: (1) WCO plans from the previous section, in which each
internal node has one child; (2) BJ plans, in which each node has
two children and satisfy the projection constraint; and (3) hybrid
plans that satisfy the projection constraint. In the longer version of
this paper [1], we show that our hybrid plans contain the minimum-
width GHD-based hybrid plans that satisfy the projection constraint.
For example the hybrid plan in Figure 1c corresponds to a GHD for
the diamond-X query with width 3/2. In addition, our plan space
also contains hybrid plans that do not correspond to a GHD-based
plan. Figure 1d shows an example hybrid plan for the 6-cycle query
that is not in EmptyHeaded’s plan space. As we show in our evalu-
ations, such plans can be very efficient for some queries.

The projection constraint prunes two classes of plans:
1. Our plan space does not contain BJ plans that first compute

open triangles and then close them. Such BJ plans are in the
plan spaces of existing optimizers, e.g., Postgres, MySQL, and
Neo4j. This is not a disadvantage because for each such plan,
there is a more efficient WCO plan that computes triangles
directly with an intersection of two already-sorted adjacency
lists, avoiding the computation of open triangles.

2. More generally, some of our hybrid plans contain the same
query edge ai→aj in multiple parts of the join tree, which
may look redundant because ai→aj is effectively joined mul-
tiple times. There can be alternative plans that remove ai→aj
from all but one of the sub-trees. For example, consider the
two hybrid plans P1 and P2 for the diamond-X query (P1 is
repeated from Figure 1c). P2 is not in our plan space because
it does not satisfy the projection constraint beucase a2→a3 is
not in the right sub-tree. Omitting such plans is also not a dis-
advantage because we duplicate ai→aj only if it closes cycles
in a sub-tree, which effectively is an additional filter that re-
duces the partial matches of the sub-tree. For example, on the
Amazon graph, P1 takes 14.2 seconds and P2 56.4 seconds.

4.2 Cost Metric for General Plans
A HASH-JOIN operator performs a very different computation

than E/I operators, so the cost of HASH-JOIN needs to be normal-
ized with i-cost. This is an approach taken by DBMSs to merge
costs of multiple operators, e.g., a scan and a group-by, into a sin-
gle cost metric. Consider a HASH-JOIN operator ok that will join
matches of Qc1 and Qc2 to compute Qk. Suppose there are n1 and
n2 instances of Qc1 and Qc2, respectively. Then ok will hash n1

number of tuples into a table and probe this table n2 times. We
compute two weight constants w1 and w2 and calculate the cost of
ok as w1n1 + w2n2 i-cost units. These weights can be hardcoded
as done in the Cmm cost metric [20], but we pick them empirically.
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In particular we run experiments in which we profile plans with
E/I and HASH-JOIN operators and we log the (i-cost, time) pairs
for the E/I operators, and the (n1, n2, time) triples for the HASH-
JOIN operators. The (i-cost, time) pairs allows us to convert time
unit in the triples to i-cost units. We then pick w1 and w2 that best
fit these converted (n1, n2, i-cost) triples.

4.3 Dynamic Programming Optimizer
We next describe our optimizer, whose pseudocode is in the

longer version of our paper [1]. Our optimizer takes as input a
query Q(VQ, EQ). We start by enumerating and computing the
cost of all WCO plans. We discuss this step momentarily. We then
initialize the cost of computing 2-vertex sub-queries of Q, so each
query edge of Q, to the selectivity of the label on the edge. Then
starting from k = 3 up to |VQ|, for each k-vertex sub-query Qk

of Q, we find the lowest cost plan P ∗Qk
to compute Qk in three

different ways:
(i) P ∗Qk

is the lowest cost WCO plan that we enumerated.
(ii) P ∗Qk

extends the best plan P ∗Qk–1
for aQk–1 by an E/I operator

(Qk–1 contains one fewer query vertex than Qk).
(iii) P ∗Qk

merges two best plans P ∗Qc1
and P ∗Qc2

for Qc1 and Qc2,
respectively, with a HASH-JOIN.

The best plan for each Qk is stored in a sub-query map. We
enumerate all WCO plans because the best WCO plan P ∗Qk

for Qk

is not necessarily an extension of the best WCO plan P ∗Qk–1
for a

Qk–1 by one query vertex. That is because P ∗Qk
may be extending

a worse plan P bad
Qk–1

for Qk–1 if the last extension has a good inter-
section cache utilization. Strictly speaking, this problem can arise
when enumerating hybrid plans too, if an E/I operator in case (ii)
above follows a HASH-JOIN. A full plan space enumeration would
avoid this problem completely but we adopt dynamic programming
to make our optimization time efficient, i.e., to make our optimizer
efficient, we are potentially sacrificing picking the optimal plan in
terms of estimated cost. However, we verified that our optimizer
returns the same plan as a full enumeration optimizer in all of our
experiments. So at least for our experiments here, we have not sac-
rificed optimality.

Finally, our optimizer omits plans that contain a HASH-JOIN that
can be converted to an E/I. Consider the a1→a2→a3 query. In-
stead of using a HASH-JOIN to materialize the a2→a3 edges and
then probe a scan of a1→a2 edges, it is more efficient to use an E/I
to extend a1→a2 edges to a3 using a2’s forward adjacency list.

4.4 Plan Generation For Very Large Queries
Our optimizer can take a very long time to generate a plan for

large queries. For example, enumerating only the best WCO plan
for a 20-clique requires inspecting 20! different QVOs, which
would be prohibitive. To overcome this, we further prune plans
for queries with more than 10 query vertices as follows:
• We avoid enumerating all WCO plans. Instead, WCO plans

get enumerated in the DP part of the optimizer. Therefore, we
possibly ignore good WCO plans that benefit from the inter-
section cache.
• At each iteration k, we keep only a subset (5 by default) k-

vertex sub-queries ofQwith the lowest cost plans. So we store
a subset of sub-queries in our sub-query map and enumerate
only the Qk that can be generated from the sub-queries we
stored previously in the map.

5. COST & CARDINALITY ESTIMATION
To assign costs to the plans we enumerate, we need to estimate:

(1) the cardinalities of the partial matches different plans generate;

Table 7: A subgraph catalogue. A is a set of adjacency list
descriptors; µ is selectivity.

(Qk–1 A lk) |A| µ(Qk)

(1la
lx−→2lb ; L1:2

lx−→; 3la ) |L1|:4.5 3.8

(1la
lx−→2lb ; L1:2

lx−→; 3lb ) |L1|:4.5 2.4

(1la
lx−→2lb ; L1:2

ly−→; 3la ) |L1|:8.0 3.2

(1la
lx−→2la ; L1:1

lx−→, L2:2
lx−→; 3la ) |L1|:4.2, |L2|:5.1 1.5

(1la
lx−→2la ; L1:1

lx←−, L2:2
lx←−; 3la ) |L1|:9.8, |L2|:8.4 2.5

(...; ...; ...) ... ...

(2) the i-costs of extending a sub-query Qk–1 to Qk by intersect-
ing a set of adjacency lists in an E/I operator; and (3) the costs of
HASH-JOIN operators. We focus on the setting where each sub-
query Qk has labels on the edges and the vertices. We use a data
structure called the subgraph catalogue to make the estimations.
Table 7 shows an example catalogue.

Each entry contains a key (Qk–1, A, alkk ), where A is a set of
(labeled) query edges and alkk is a query vertex with label lk. Let
Qk be the subgraph that extends Qk–1 with a query vertex labeled
with alkk and query edges in A. Each entry contains two estimates
for extending a match of a sub-query Qk–1 to Qk by intersecting a
set of adjacency lists described by A:

1. |A|: Average sizes of the lists in A that are intersected.
2. µ(Qk): Average number ofQk that will extend from oneQk–1,

i.e., the average number of vertices that: (i) are in the extension
set of intersecting the adjacency lists A; and (ii) have label lk.

In Table 7, the query vertices of the input subgraphQk–1 are shown
with canonicalized integers, e.g., 0, 1 or 2, instead of the non-
canonicalized ai notation we used before. Note that Qk–1 can be
extended to Qk using different A with different i-costs. The fourth
and fifth entries of Table 7, which extend a single edge to an asym-
metric triangle, demonstrate this possibility.

5.1 Catalogue Construction
For each input G, we construct a catalogue containing all entries

that extend an at most h-vertex subgraph to an (h+1)-vertex sub-
graph. By default we set h to 3. When generating a catalogue entry
for extending Qk–1 to Qk, we do not find all instances of Qk–1 and
extend them to Qk. Instead we first sample Qk–1. We take a WCO
plan that extends Qk–1 to Qk. We then sample z random edges
(1000 by default) uniformly at random from G in the SCAN oper-
ator. The last E/I operator of the plan extends each partial match
t it receives to Qk by intersecting the adjacency lists in A. The
operator measures the size of the adjacency lists in A and the num-
ber of Qk’s this computation produced. These measurements are
averaged and stored in the catalogue as |A| and µ(Qk) columns.

5.2 Cost Estimations
We use the catalogue to do three estimations as follows:

1. Cardinality of Qk: To estimate the cardinality of Qk, we pick
a WCO plan P that computes Qk through a sequence of (Qj–1,
Aj , lj) extensions. The estimated cardinality of Qk is the product
of the µ(Aj) of the (Qj–1, Aj , lj) entries in the catalogue. If the
catalogue contains entries with up to h-vertex subgraphs and Qk

contains more than h nodes, some of the entries we need for esti-
mating the cardinality of Qk will be missing. Suppose for calcu-
lating the cardinality of Qk, we need the µ(Ax) of an entry (Qx–1,
Ax, lx) that is missing because Qx–1 contains x–1 > h query ver-
tices. Let z=(x–h–1). In this case, we remove each z-size set of
query vertices a1, ...az from Qx–1 and Qx, and the adjacency list
descriptors fromAx that include 1, ..., z in their indices. Let (Qy–1,
Ay , ly) be the entry we get after a removal. We look at the µ(Ay)
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of (Qy–1, Ay , ly) in the catalogue. Out of all such z set removals,
we use the minimum µ(Ay) we find.

Consider a missing entry for extending Qk–1= 1→2→3 by one
query vertex to 4 by intersecting three adjacency lists all pointing
to 4 from 1, 2, and 3. For simplicity, let us ignore the labels on
query vertices and edges. The resulting sub-queryQk will have two
triangles: (i) an asymmetric triangle touching edge 1→2; and (ii) a
symmetric triangle touching 2→3. Suppose entries in the catalogue
indicate that an edge on average extends to 10 asymmetric triangles
but to 0 symmetric triangles. We estimate that Qk–1 will extend to
zero Qk taking the minimum of our two estimates.
2. I-cost of E/I operator: Consider an E/I operator ok extending
Qk–1 to Qk using adjacency lists A. We have two cases:
• No intersection cache: When ok will not utilize the intersection

cache, we estimate i-cost of ok as:

i-cost(ok) = µ(Qk–1)×
∑
Li∈A

|Li| (2)

Here, µ(Qk–1) is the estimated cardinality of Qk–1, and |Li| is
the average size of the adjacency list Li ∈ A that are logged
in the catalogue for entry (Qk–1, A, alkk ) (i.e., the |A| column).
• Intersection cache utilization: If two or more of the adjacency

list in A, say Li and Lj , access the vertices in a partial match
Qj that is smaller than Qk–1, then we multiply the estimated
sizes of Li and Lj with the estimated cardinality of Qj in-
stead of Qk–1. This is because we infer that ok will utilize the
intersection cache for intersecting Li and Lj .

Reasoning about utilization of intersection cache is critical in pick-
ing good plans. For example, recall our experiment from Table 3 to
demonstrate that the intersection cache broadly improves all plans
for the diamond-X query. Our optimizer, which is “cache-conscious”
picks σ2 (a2a3a4a1). Instead, if we ignore the cache and make
our optimizer “cache-oblivious” by always estimating i-cost with
Equation 2, it picks the slower σ4 (a1a2a3a4) plan. Similarly, our
cache-conscious optimizer picks a2a3a1a4 in our experiment from
Table 6. Instead, the cache-oblivious optimizer assigns the same
estimated i-cost to plans a2a3a1a4 and a1a2a3a4, so cannot dif-
ferentiate between these two plans and picks one arbitrarily.
3. Cost of HASH-JOIN operator: Consider a HASH-JOIN oper-
ator joining Qc1 and Qc2. The estimated cost of this operator is
simply w1n1 + w2n2 (recall Section 4.2), where n1 and n2 are
now the estimated cardinalities of Qc1 and Qc2, respectively.

5.3 Limitations
Similar to Markov tables [4] and MD- and Pattern-tree sum-

maries [24], our catalogue is an estimation technique that is based
on storing information about small size subgraphs and extending
them to make estimates about larger subgraphs. We review these
techniques in detail and discuss our differences in Section 9. Here,
we discuss several limitations that are inherent in such techniques.

First, our estimates (both for i-cost and cardinalities) get worse
as the size of the subgraphs for which we make estimates increase
beyond h. Equivalently, as h increases, our estimates for fixed-size
large queries get better. At the same time, the size of the catalogue
increases significantly as h increases. Similarly, the size of the
catalogue increases as graphs get more heterogenous, i.e., contain
more labels. Second, using larger sample sizes, i.e., larger z val-
ues, increase the accuracy of our estimates but require more time
to construct the catalogue. Therefore h and z respectively trade
off catalogue size and creation time with the accuracy of estimates.
We provide demonstrative experiments of these tradeoffs in Ap-
pendix A for cardinality estimates.
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Figure 4: Input graph for adaptive QVO example.
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Figure 5: Example adaptive WCO plan (drawn horizontally).

6. ADAPTIVE WCO PLAN EVALUATION
Recall that the |A| and µ statistics stored in a catalogue entry

(Qk–1, A, alkk ), are estimates of the adjacency list sizes (and selec-
tivities) for matches of Qk–1. These are estimates based on aver-
ages over many sampled matches of Qk–1. In practice, actual adja-
cency list sizes and selectivities of individual matches of Qk–1 can
be very different. Let us refer to parts of plans that are chains of one
or more E/I operators as WCO subplans. Consider a WCO subplan
of a fixed plan P that has a QVO σ∗ and extends partial matches of
a sub-queryQi to matches ofQk. Our optimizer picks σ∗ based on
the estimates of the average statistics in the catalogue. Our adaptive
evaluator updates our estimates for individual matches of Qi (and
other sub-queries in this part of the plan) based on actual statis-
tics observed during evaluation and possibly changes σ∗ to another
QVO for each individual match of Qi.

EXAMPLE 6.1. Consider the input graph G shown in Figure 4.
G contains 3n edges. Consider the diamond-X query and the WCO
plan P with σ=a2a3a4a1. Readers can verify that this plan will
have an i-cost of 3n: 2n from extending solid edges, n from extend-
ing dotted edges, and 0 from extending dashed edges. Now consider
the following adaptive plan that picks σ for the dotted and dashed
edges as before but σ′=a2a3a1a4 for the solid edges. For the solid
edges, σ′ incurs an i-cost of 0, reducing the i-cost to n.

6.1 Adaptive Plans
We optimize subgraph queries as follows. First, we get a fixed

plan P from our dynamic programming optimizer. If P contains
a chain of two or more E/I operators oi, oi+1..., ok, we replace it
with an adaptive WCO plan. The adaptive plan extends the first
partial matches Qi that oi takes as input in all possible (connected)
ways to Qk. In WCO plans oi is SCAN and Qi is one query edge.
Therefore in WCO plans, we fix the first two query vertices in a
QVO and pick the rest adaptively. Figure 5 shows the adaptive
version of the fixed plan for the diamond-X query from Figure 1b.
We note that in addition to WCO plans, we adapt hybrid plans if
they have a chain of two or more E/I operators.

6.2 Adaptive Operators
Unlike the operators in fixed plans, our adaptive operators can

feed their outputs to multiple operators. An adaptive operator oi is
configured with a function f that takes a partial match t of Qi and
decides which of the next operators should be given t. f consists of
two high-level steps: (1) For each possible σj that can extend Qi

to Qk, f re-evaluates the estimated i-cost of σj by re-calculating
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Table 8: Datasets used.

Domain Name Nodes Edges

Social Epinions (Ep) 76K 509K
LiveJournal (LJ) 4.8M 69M
Twitter (Tw) 41.6M 1.46B

Web BerkStan (BS) 685K 7.6M
Google (Go) 876K 5.1M

Product Amazon (Am) 403K 3.5M

the cost of plans using updated cost estimates (explained momen-
tarily). oi gives t to the next E/I operator of σ∗j that has the lowest
re-calculated cost. The cost of σj is re-evaluated by changing the
estimated adjacency list sizes that were used in cardinality and i-
cost estimations with actual adjacency list sizes we obtain from t.

EXAMPLE 6.2. Consider the diamond-X query from Figure 1a
and suppose we have an adaptive plan in which the SCAN operator
matches edges to a2a3, so for each edge needs to decide whether
to pick the ordering σ1 : a2a3a4a1 or σ2 : a2a3a1a4. Suppose
the catalogue estimates the sizes of |a2→| and |a3→| as 100 and
2000, respectively. So we estimate the i-cost of extending an a2a3
edge to a2a3a4 as 2100. Suppose the selectivity µj of the number
of triangles this intersection will generate is 10. Suppose SCAN
reads an edge u→v where u’s forward adjacency list size is 50 and
v’s backward adjacency list size is 200. Then we update our i-cost
estimate directly to 250 and µj to 10 × (50/100) × 200/2000=0.5.

As we show in our evaluations, adaptive QVO selection improves
the performance of many WCO plans but more importantly guards
our optimizer from picking bad QVOs.

7. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
We build our new techniques on top of Graphflow DBMS [18].

Graphflow is a single machine, multi-threaded, main memory graph
DBMS implemented in Java. The system supports a subset of the
Cypher language [34]. We index both the forward and backward
adjacency lists and store them in sorted vertex ID order. Adjacency
lists are by default partitioned by the edge labels, types in Cypher
jargon, or by the labels of neighbor vertices if a single edge label
exists. With this partitioning, we can quickly access the edges of
nodes matching a particular edge label and destination vertex label,
allowing us to perform filters on labels very efficiently. Our query
plans follow a Volcano-style plan execution [16]. Each plan P has
one final SINK operator, which connects to the final operators of
all branches in P . The execution starts from the SINK operator and
each operator asks for a tuple from one of its children until a SCAN
starts matching an edge. In adaptive parts of one-time plans, an
operator oi may be called upon to provide a tuple from one of its
parents, but due to adaptation, provide tuples to a different parent.

8. EVALUATION
Our experiments aim to answer four questions: (1) How good are

the plans our optimizer picks? (2) Which type of plans work better
for which queries? (3) How much benefit do we get from adapting
QVOs at runtime? (4) How do our plans and processing engine
compare against EmptyHeaded (EH), which is the closest to our
work and the most performant baseline we are aware of? As part
of our EH comparisons, in the longer version of our paper [1] we
tested the scalability of our single-threaded and parallel implemen-
tation on our largest graphs LiveJournal and Twitter. Finally, for
completeness of our study, Appendix B compares our plans against
CFL, and the longer version of our paper [1] contains experiments
comparing our plans against Neo4j. Our code, queries, and datasets
will be made available to interested researchers.
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Figure 6: Subgraph queries used for evaluations.

8.1 Setup
8.1.1 Hardware

We use a single machine that has two Intel E5-2670 @2.6GHz
CPUs and 512 GB of RAM. The machine has 16 physical cores and
32 logical cores. Except for our scalability experiments in the long
version of our paper, we use only one physical core. We set the
maximum size of the JVM heap to 500 GB and keep JVM’s default
minimum size. We ran each experiment twice, one to warm-up the
system and recorded measurements for the second run.

8.1.2 Datasets
The datasets we use are in Table 8.2 Our datasets differ in sev-

eral structural properties: (i) size; (2) how skewed their forward
and backward adjacency lists distribution is; and (3) average clus-
tering coefficients, which is a measure of the cyclicity of the graph,
specifically the amount of cliques in it. The datasets also come
from a variety of application domains: social networks, the web,
and product co-purchasing. Each dataset’s catalogue was gener-
ated with z=1000 and h=3 except for Twitter, where we set h=2.

8.1.3 Queries
For the experiments in this section, we used the 14 queries shown

in Figure 6, which contain both acyclic and cyclic queries with
dense and sparse connectivity with up to 7 query vertices and 21
query edges. In our experiments, we consider both labeled and un-
labeled queries. Our datasets and queries are not labeled by default
and we label them randomly. We use the notation QJi to refer to
evaluating the subgraph query QJ on a dataset for which we ran-
domly generate a label l on each edge, where l ∈ {l1, l2, . . . , li}.
For example, evaluatingQ32 on Amazon indicates randomly adding
one of two possible labels to each data edge in Amazon and query
edge on Q3. If a query was unlabeled we simply write it as QJ .
2We obtained the graphs from reference [22] except for the Twitter
graph, which we obtained from reference [19].
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Figure 7: Plan spectrum charts for suitability and goodnesss of DP optimizer experiments.

8.2 Plan Suitability For Different Queries and
Optimizer Evaluation

In order to evaluate how good are the plans our optimizer gener-
ates, we compare the plans we pick against all other possible plans
in a query’s plan spectrum. This also allows us to study which
types of plans are suitable for which queries. We generated plan
spectrums of queries Q1-Q8 and Q11-Q13 on Amazon without
labels, Epinions with 3 labels, and Google with 5 labels. The spec-
trums of Q12 and Q13 on Epinions took a prohibitively long time
to generate and are omitted. Due to space constraints we present 12
of the 31 spectrums in Figure 7. In particular we omit spectrums of
Q1, Q6, Q7, which are cliques and for which our optimizer only
generates WCO plans, and Q2 and Q4, which are similar to Q3
and Q5, respectively. The omitted spectrums are in the longer ver-
sion of our paper [1]. Each circle in Figure 7 is the runtime of a
plan and × is the plan our optimizer picks.

We first observe that different types of plans are more suitable
for different queries. The main structural properties of a query that
govern which types of plans will perform well are how large and
how cyclic the query is. For clique-like densely cyclic queries, such
asQ5, and small sparsely-cyclic queries, such asQ3, best plans are
WCO. On acyclic queries, such as Q11 and Q13, BJ plans are best
on some datasets and WCO plans on others. On acyclic queries
WCO plans are equivalent to left deep BJ plans, which are worse
than bushy BJ plans on some datasets. Finally, hybrid plans are
best plans for queries that contain small cyclic structure that do no
share edges, such as Q8.

Our most interesting query is Q12, which is a 6-cycle query.
Q12 can be evaluated efficiently with both WCO and hybrid plans
(and reasonably well with some BJ plans). The hybrid plans first
perform binary joins to compute 4-paths, and then extend 4-paths
into 6-cycles with an intersection. Figure 1d from Section 1 shows
an example of such hybrid plans. These plans do not correspond
to the GHDs in EH’s plan space. On the Amazon graph, one of
these hybrid plans is optimal and our optimizer picks that plan. On
Google graph our optimizer picks an efficient BJ plan although the
optimal plan is WCO.

Our optimizer’s plans were broadly optimal or very close to opti-
mal across our experiments. Specifically, our optimizer’s plan was
optimal in 15 of our 31 spectrums, was within 1.4x of the optimal
in 21 spectrum and within 2x in 28 spectrums. In 2 of the 3 cases
we were more than 2x of the optimal, the absolute runtime differ-
ence was in sub-seconds. There was only one experiment in which
our plan was not close to the optimal plan, which is shown in Fig-
ure 7h. Observe that our optimizer picks different types of plans
across different types of queries. In addition, as we demonstrated
with Q12 above, we can pick different plans for the same query on
different data sets (Q8 and Q13 are other examples).

Although we do not study query optimization time in this paper,
our optimizer generated a plan within 331ms in all of our experi-
ments except for Q75 on Google which took 1.4 secs.

8.3 Adaptive WCO Plan Evaluation
In order to understand the benefits we get by adaptively pick-

ing QVOs, we studied the spectrums of WCO plans of Q2, Q3,
Q4, Q5, and Q6, and hybrid plans for Q10 on Epinions, Amazon
and Google graphs. These are the queries in which our DP opti-
mizer’s fixed plans contained a chain of two or more E/I operators
(so we could adapt them). The spectrum of Q10 on Epinions took
a prohibitively long time to generate and is omitted. Due to space
constraints, Figure 8 shows 12 of the 17 spectrums we generated,
for one of the graphs for each query. The rest of our spectrums
are presented in the longer version of our paper [1]. In the case of
Q2, Q3, and Q4, selecting QVOs adaptively overall improves the
performance of every fixed plan. For example, the fixed plan our
DP optimizer picks for Q3 on Epinions improves by 1.2x but other
plans improve by up to 1.6x. Q10’s spectrum for hybrid plans are
similar to Q3 and Q4’s. Each hybrid plan of Q10 computes the
diamonds on the left and triangles on the right and joins on a4.
Here, we can adaptively compute the diamonds (but not the tri-
angles). Each fixed hybrid plan improves by adapting and some
improve by up to 2.1x. OnQ5 most plans’ runtimes remain similar
but one WCO plan improves by 4.3x. The main benefit of adapt-
ing is that it makes our optimizer more robust against picking bad
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Figure 8: Adaptive plan spectrums.

QVOs. Specifically, the deviation between the best and worst plans
are smaller in adaptive plans than fixed plans.

The only exception to these observations is Q6, where several
plan’s performance gets worse, although the deviation between good
and bad plans still become smaller. We observed that for cliques,
the overheads of adaptively picking QVOs is higher than other
queries. This is because: (i) cost re-evaluation accesses many ac-
tual adjacency list sizes, so the overheads are high; and (ii) the
QVOs of cliques have similar behaviors: each one extends edges to
triangles, then four cliques, etc.), and the benefits are low.

8.4 EmptyHeaded (EH) Comparisons
EH is one of the most efficient systems for one-time subgraph

queries and its plans are the closest to ours. Recall from Section 1
that EH has a cost-based optimizer that picks a GHD with the min-
imum width, i.e., EH picks a GHD with the lowest AGM bound
across all of its sub-queries. This allows EH to often (but not al-
ways) pick good decompositions. However: (1) EH does not opti-
mize the choice of QVOs for computing its sub-queries; and (2) EH
cannot pick plans that have intersections after a binary join, as such
plans do not correspond to GHDs. In particular, the QVO EH picks
for a query Q is the lexicographic order of the variables used for
query vertices when a user issues the query. EH’s only heuristic is
that QVOs of two sub-queries that are joined start with query ver-
tices on which the join will happen. Therefore by issuing the same
query with different variables, users can make EH pick a good or a
bad ordering. This shortcoming has the advantage though that by
making EH pick good QVOs, we can show that our orderings also
improve EH. The important point is that EH does not optimize for
QVOs. We therefore report EH’s performance with both “bad” or-
derings (EH-b) and “good” orderings (EH-g). For good orderings
we use the ordering that Graphflow picks. For bad orderings, we
generated the spectrum of plans in EH (explained momentarily) and
picked the worst-performing ordering for the GHD EH picks. For
our experiments we ran Q3, Q5, Q7, Q8, Q9, Q12, and Q13 on
Amazon, Google, and Epinions. We first explain how we generated
EH spectrums and then present our results.
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Figure 9: Plan spectrum charts for EmpthHeaded (EH).

8.4.1 EH Spectrums
Given a query, EH’s query planner enumerates a set of minimum

width GHDs and picks one of these GHDs. To define the plan spec-
trum of EH, we took all of these GHDs, and by rewriting the query
with all possible different variables, we generate all possible QVOs
of the sub-queries of the GHD that EH considers. Figure 9 shows a
sample of the spectrums for Q3 and Q7 on Amazon and for Q8 on
Epinions along with Graphflow’s plan spectrum (including WCO,
BJ, and hybrid plans) for comparison. For Q9, Q12, and Q13 we
could not generate spectrums as every EH plan took more than our
30 minutes time limit. For Q7, both Graphflow and EH generate
only WCO plans. For Q8, EH generates two GHDs (two triangles
joined on a3) whose different QVOs give 4 different plans for a
total of 8. One of the plans in the spectrum is omitted as it had
memory issues. We note that out of these queries, Q9 was the only
query for which EH generated two different decompositions (ig-
noring the QVOs of sub-queries) but neither decomposition under
any QVO ran within our time limit on our datasets.

8.4.2 Graphflow vs EH Comparisons
We ran our queries on Graphflow with adapting off. To com-

pare, we ran EH’s plan with good and bad QVOs for Q3, Q5, Q7,
Q8 (recall no EH plan ran within our time limit for Q9, Q12, and
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Table 9: Runtime in secs of Graphflow plans (GF) and EmptyHeaded with good orderings (EH-g) and bad orderings (EH-b).
TL indicates the query did not finish in 30 mins. Mm indicates the system ran out of memory.

Q1 Q3 Q32 Q5 Q52 Q7 Q72 Q8 Q82 Q9 Q92 Q12 Q122 Q13 Q132

Amazon
EH-b
EH-g
GF

1.0
0.6
0.6

19.0
5.4
5.5

3.4
1.3
2.1

47.1
3.3
1.9

9.2
1.5
0.8

91.4
21.2
9.53

11.6
1.7
0.9

22.2
10.6
5.1

1.8
1.4
2.0

Mm
Mm
24.7

Mm
Mm
2.4

Mm
Mm
209.2

Mm
Mm
14.8

Mm
Mm
48.0

Mm
Mm
11.25

Google
EH-b
EH-g
GF

1.9
1.4
2.6

444.5
12.0
14.0

42.6
2.1
4.0

401.1
11.3
5.9

77.6
2.3
2.1

1.04K
107.3
48.8

23.4
4.8
3.3

66.6
35.8
17.0

16.0
3
4.5

TL
TL
236.2

TL
TL
6.9

Mm
Mm
510.6

Mm
Mm
73.8

Mm
Mm
1.44K

Mm
Mm
70.1

Epinions
EH-b
EH-g
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0.5
0.2
0.4

42.7
26.6
28.1

6.5
1.7
4.6

64.5
3.5
1.5

11.4
0.9
0.6

560.7
45.7
23.7

2.9
0.8
1.2

1.01K
117.2
37.5
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7.0
5.4
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Figure 10: Plan (drawn horizontally) with seamless mixing of
intersections and binary joins on Q9.

Q13). We repeated the experiments once with no labels and once
with two labels. Table 9 shows our results. Except for Q1 on
Google and Q82 on Amazon where the difference is only 500ms
and 200ms, respectively. Graphflow is always faster than EH-b,
where the runtime is as high as 68x in one instance. The most per-
formance difference is on Q5 and Google, for which both our sys-
tem and EH uses a WCO plan. When we force EH to pick our good
QVOs, on smaller size queries EH can be more efficient than our
plans. For example, although Graphflow is 32x faster than EH-b on
Q3 Google, it is 1.2x slower than EH-g. Importantly EH-g is al-
ways faster than EH-b, showing that our QVOs improve runtimes
consistently in a completely independent system that implements
WCO-style processing.

We next discuss Q9, which demonstrates again the benefit we
get by seamlessly mixing intersections with binary joins. Figure 10
shows the plan our optimizer picks on Q9 on all of our datasets.
Our plan separately computes two triangles, joins them, and finally
performs a 2-way intersection. This execution does not correspond
to the GHD-based plans of EH, so is not in the plan space of EH.
Instead, EH considers two GHDs for this query but neither of them
finished within our time limit.

9. RELATED WORK
We review related work in WCO join algorithms, subgraph query

evaluation algorithms, and cardinality estimation techniques related
to our catalogue. For join and subgraph query evaluation, we focus
on serial algorithms and single node systems. Several distributed
solutions have been developed in the context of graph data process-
ing [38, 23], RDF engines [2, 42], or multiway joins of relational
tables [5, 6, 35]. We do not review this literature here in detail.
There is also a rich body of work on adaptive query processing in
relational systems for which we refer readers to reference [15].
WCO Join Algorithms Prior to GJ, there were two other WCO
join algorithms called NPRR [31] and Leapfrog TrieJoin (LFTJ) [40].
Similar to GJ, these algorithms also perform attribute-at-a-time join
processing using intersections. The only reference that studies QVOs
in these algorithms is reference [11], which studies picking the
QVO for LFTJ algorithm in the context of multiway relational joins.

The reference picks the QVO based on the distinct values in the at-
tribute of the relations. In subgraph query context, this heuristic
ignores the structure of the query, e.g., whether the query is cyclic
or not, and effectively orders the query vertices based on the selec-
tivity of the labels on them. For example, this heuristic becomes
degenerate if the query vertices do not have labels.
Subgraph Query Evaluation Algorithms: Many of the earlier
subgraph isomorphism algorithms are based on Ullmann’s branch
and bound or backtracking method [39]. The algorithm conceptu-
ally performs a query-vertex-at-a-time matching using an arbitrary
QVO. This algorithm has been improved with different techniques
to pick better QVOs and filter partial matches, often focusing on
queries with labels [13, 14, 37]. TurboISO , for example, proposes
to merge similar query vertices (same label and neighbours) to min-
imize the number of partial matches and perform the Cartesian
product to expand the matches at the end. CFL [9] decomposes the
query into a dense subgraph and a forest, and process the dense sub-
graph first to reduce the number of partial matches. CFL also uses
an index called compact path index (CPI) which estimates the num-
ber of matches for each root-to-leaf query path in the query and is
used to enumerate the matches as well. We compare our approach
to CFL in Appendix B. A systematic comparison of our approach
against these approaches is beyond the scope of this paper. Our
approach is specifically designed to be directly implementable on
any DBMS that adopts a cost-based optimizer and decomposable
operator-based query plans. In contrast, these algorithms do not
seem easy to decompose into a set of database operators. Study-
ing how these algorithms can be turned into database plans is an
interesting area of research.

Another group of algorithms index different structures in input
graphs, such as frequent paths, trees, or triangles, to speed up query
evaluation [43, 41]. Such approaches can be complementary to
our approach. For example, reference [6] in the distributed setting
demonstrated how to speed up GJ-based WCO plans by indexing
triangles in the graph.
Cardinality Estimation using Small-size Graph Patterns: Our
catalogue is closely related to Markov tables [4], and MD- and
Pattern-tree summaries from reference [24]. Similar to our cat-
alogue, both of these techniques store information about small-
size subgraphs to make cardinality estimates for larger subgraphs.
Markov tables were introduced to estimate cardinalities of paths in
XML trees and store exact cardinalities of small size paths to es-
timate longer paths. MD- and Pattern-tree techniques store exact
cardinalities of small-size acyclic patterns, and are used to estimate
the cardinalities of larger subgraphs (acyclic and cyclic) in gen-
eral graphs. These techniques are limited to cardinality estimation
and store only acyclic patterns. In contrast, our catalogue stores
information about acyclic and cyclic patterns and is used for both
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cardinality and i-cost estimation. In addition to selectivity (µ) esti-
mates that are used for cardinality estimation, we store information
about the sizes of the adjacency lists (the |A| values), which allows
our optimizer to differentiate between WCO plans that generate the
same number of intermediate results, so have same cardinality es-
timates, but incur different i-costs. Storing cyclic patterns in the
catalogue allow us to make accurate estimates for cyclic queries.

10. CONCLUSION
We described a cost-based dynamic programming optimizer that
enumerates a plan space that contains WCO plans, BJ plans, and a
large class of hybrid plans. Our i-cost metric captures the several
runtime effects of QVOs we identified through extensive experi-
ments. Our optimizer generates novel hybrid plans that seamlessly
mix intersections with binary joins, which are not in the plan space
of prior optimizers for subgraph queries. Our approach has several
limitations which give us directions for future work. First, our op-
timizer can benefit from more advanced cardinality and i-cost esti-
mators, such as those based on sampling outputs or machine learn-
ing. Second, for very large queries, currently our optimizer enu-
merates a limited part of our plan space. Studying faster plan enu-
meration methods, similar to those discussed in [27], is an impor-
tant future work direction. Finally, existing literature on subgraph
matching has several optimizations, such as factorization [33] or
postponing the Cartesian product optimization [9], for evaluating
identifying and evaluating independent components of a query sep-
arately. We believe these are efficient optimizations that can be
integrated into our optimizer.
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APPENDIX

A. CATALOGUE EXPERIMENTS

Table 10: Q-error and construction time for different z values.

z time(s) ≤2 ≤3 ≤3 ≤5 ≤10 >20

Am

100
500
1,000
5,000

0.1
0.3
0.5
1.5

318
384
383
384

445
486
481
475

510
520
519
518

526
527
529
529

529
530
532
532

535
535
535
535

Go3

100
500
1,000
5,000

3.1
9.3
17.0
66.1

166
214
222
219

276
310
315
322

356
371
371
373

415
430
430
432

461
477
475
473

535
535
535
535

Table 11: Q-error and catalogue size (MB) for different h values.

h |entries| ≤2 ≤3 ≤3 ≤5 ≤10 >20

Am GF
2
3
4

8
138
2858

348
381
498

464
482
510

512
512
518

523
524
524

527
527
527

535
535
535

PG - - 15 15 23 23 25 535

Go3 GF
2
3
4

144
20.3K
11.9M

181
222
441

289
315
497

375
371
515

447
430
524

492
475
529

535
535
535

PG - - 0 0 0 0 0 535

We present preliminary experiments to show two tradeoffs: (1) the space
vs estimation quality tradeoff that parameter h determines; and (2) con-
struction time vs estimation quality tradeoff that parameter z determines.
For estimation quality we evaluate cardinality estimation and omit the esti-
mation of adjacency list sizes, i.e., the |A| column, that we use in our i-cost
estimates. We first generated all 5-vertex size unlabeled queries. This gives
us 535 queries. For each query, we assign labels at random given the num-
ber of labels in the dataset (we consider Amazon with 1 label, Google with
3 labels). Then for each dataset, we construct two sets of catalogues: (1)
we fix z to 1000, and construct a catalogue with h=2, h=3, and h=4 and
record the number of entries in the catalogue; (2) we fix h to 3 and con-
struct a catalogue with z=100, z=500, z=1000, and z=5000 and record the
construction time. Then, for each labeled query Q, we first compute its ac-
tual cardinality, |Qtrue|, and record the estimated cardinality of Q, Qest

for each catalogue we constructed. Using these estimation we record the
q-error of the estimation, which is max(|Qest| / |Qtrue|, |Qtrue| / |Qest|).
This is an error metric used in prior cardinality estimation work [21] that
is at least 1, where 1 indicates completely accurate estimation. As a very
basic baseline, we also compared our catalogues to the cardinality estima-
tor of PostgreSQL. For each dataset, we created an Edge relation E(from,
to). We create two composite indexes on the table on (from, to) and (to,

from) which are equivalent to our forward and backward adjacency lists.
We collected stats on each table through the ANALYZE command. We
obtain PostgreSQL’s estimate by writing each query in an equivalent SQL
select-join query and running EXPLAIN on the SQL query.

Our results are shown in Tables 10 and 11 as cumulative distributions as
follows: for different q-error bounds τ , we show the number of queries that
a particular catalogue estimated with q-error at most τ . As expected, larger
h and larger z values lead to less q-error, while respectively yielding larger
catalogue sizes and longer construction times. The biggest q-error differ-
ences are obtained when moving from h=3 to h=4 and z=100 to z=500.
There are a few exception τ values when the larger h or z values lead to
very minor decreases in the number of queries within the τ bound but the
trend holds broadly.

B. CFL COMPARISONS

Table 12: Average run-time (secs) of Graphflow (GF) and CFL.

|T| Q10s Q15s Q20s

105 GF
CFL

7.3
9.3 (1.2x)

6.0
17.5 (2.9x)

5.5
40.5 (7.3x)

108 GF
CFL

625.6
4,818.9 (7.7x)

665.5
5,898.1 (8.8x)

797.2
7,104.1 (8.9x)

Q10d Q15d Q20d

105 GF
CFL

29.2 (2.2x)
13.2

99.8
389.9 (3.9x)

142.0
1,140.7 (8.0x)

108 GF
CFL

1,159.6
7,974.3 (6.8x)

1,906.2
11,656.2 (6.1x)

1,556.9
19,135.7 (12.2x)

CFL [9] is an efficient algorithm in literature that can evaluate labeled
subgraph queries as in our setting. The main optimization of CFL is what
is referred to as “postponing Cartesian products” in the query. Essentially,
these are (conditionally) independent parts of the query that can be matched
separately and appear as Cartesian products in the output. CFL decomposes
a query into a dense core and a forest. Broadly, the algorithm first matches
the core, where fewer matches are expected and there is less chance of in-
dependence between the parts. Then the forest is matched. In both parts,
any detected Cartesian products are postponed and evaluated independently.
This reduces the number of intermediate results the algorithm generates.
CFL also builds an index called CPI, which is used to quickly enumerate
matches of paths in the query during evaluation . We follow the setting
from the evaluation section of reference [9]. We obtained the CFL code and
6 different query sets used in reference [9] from the authors. Each query
set contains 100 randomly generated queries that are either sparse (average
query vertex degree ≤ 3) or dense (average query vertex degree > 3). We
used three sparse query sets Q10s, Q15, and Q20s containing queries with
10, 15, and 20 query vertices, respectively. Similarly, we used three dense
query sets Q10d, Q15d, and Q20d. To be close to their setup, we use the
human dataset from the original CFL paper. The dataset contains 86282
edges, 4674 vertices, 44 distinct labels. We report the average run-time per
query for each query set when we limit the output to 105 and 108 matches
as done in reference [9]. Table 12 compares the runtime of Graphflow and
CFL on the 6 query sets. Except for one of our experiments, on Q10d
with 105 output size limit, Graphflow’s runtimes are faster (between 1.2x
to 12.2x) than CFL. We note that although our runtime results are faster
than CFL on average, readers should not interpret these results as one ap-
proach being superior to another. For example, we think the postponing of
Cartesian products optimization and a CPI index are good techniques and
can improve our approach. However, one major advantage of our approach
is that we do flat tuple-based processing using standard database operators,
so our techniques can easily be integrated into existing graph databases. It is
less clear how to decompose CFL-style processing into database operators.
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